EXERCICE 1
Complétez la liste de course avec a ou an (entourez la bonne réponse)

a / an orange
a / an bottle of wine
a / an carton of milk
a / an ice-cream
a / an banana
a / an small melon
a / an hamburger
a / an piece of ham
a / an pizza
a / an apple

EXERCICE 2
Choisissez entre a, an ou rien (entourez la bonne réponse)

a / an / ø hour
a / an / ø ice-cream
a / an / ø school uniform
a / an / ø accident
a / an / ø orange hat
a / an / ø eggs
a / an / ø house
a / an / ø red apple
a / an / ø milk
a / an / ø European country
a / an / ø airport
a / an / ø umbrella
a / an / ø boxes
a / an / ø American university
a / an / ø library

EXERCICE 3
Faux ou correct ? (entourez la bonne réponse)

a engineer => correct / faux
a house => correct / faux
a hour => correct / faux
an orange car => correct / faux
an expensive car => correct / faux
an uniform => correct / faux
a airport => correct / faux
an notebook => correct / faux
a aunt => correct / faux
an unicorn => correct / faux
a driver => correct / faux
a historic monument => correct / faux
an uncle => correct / faux

EXERCICE 4
Complétez les phrases avec a ou an

1. Tom has ___ dog.
2. Let’s sing ___ song.
3. Sam needs ___ new desk in her room.
4. I need ___ black pen.
5. Tina has ___ old car.
6. Tony has ___ uncle in Paris.
7. She’s listening to ___ English CD.
8. He has ___ exercise book in his school bag.
9. The speed of this motorbike is 120 miles ___ hour.
10. We finished ___ unit.

A OU AN: CORRECTIONS

CORRECTION EXERCICE 1
an orange
a bottle of wine
a carton of milk
an ice-cream
a banana
a small melon
a hamburger
a piece of ham
a pizza
an apple

CORRECTION EXERCICE 2
an hour
an ice-cream
a school uniform
an accident
an orange hat
eggs (pluriel !)
a house
a red apple
milk (indénombrable !)
a European country
an airport
boxes (pluriel !)
a station
an American university
a library

CORRECTION EXERCICE 3

an engineer
a house
an hour
an orange car
an expensive car
a uniform
an airport
a notebook
a aunt
a unicorn
a driver
an historic monument
an uncle

CORRECTION EXERCICE 4

Tom has a dog.
Let’s sing a song.
Sam needs a new desk in her room.
I need a black pen.
Tina has an old car.
Tony has an uncle in Paris.
She’s listening to an English CD.
He has an exercise book in his school bag.
The speed of this motorbike was 120 miles an hour.
We finished a unit.